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Dear Sir

Many thanks for reviewing my article.

Following corrections are done;

**Reviewer 1 suggestions**

- Summarized the different origins and their frequencies
- Added two references to the 1st sentence of discussion
- Corrected the few spellings, typographical errors in references and made according to the journal format.
- Corrected few grammatical errors

**Reviewer 2 suggestions**

- Embryological basis of arterial variations described in detail. The theory proposed by Rodriguez is 2001 presented.
- Typographical errors are corrected
  - Line 2 paragraph 2 in the discussion reference was sited in superscript and it was corrected
  - Letter C in figure 1 is bolded
  - Few spelling mistakes were corrected eg. Legend for figure 2 had spelling mistakes.
  - Reference 5&12 articles titles included and references rearranged according to the format of JMCR
  - Contribution of author KS included